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Abstrakt

Tato práce je zaměřena na návrh a implementaci poloautomatického nástroje pro plánování implantace hloubkových elektrod v oboru epileptochirurgie. Navržené řešení je implementováno jako rozšíření do platformy 3D Slicer. Volumetrická data znázorňující omezující podmínky a seznam cílů navigace jsou použity jako vstupy pro automatické zpracování. Systém navrhuje seznam kandidátů na řešení, která mohou být interaktivně ohodnoceny. Toto je první iterace implementace, která obsahuje základní funkcionalitu zahrnující dávkové zpracování vstupních dat, automatické ohodnocení navigační trajektorie a uživatelské rozhraní pro interaktivní ohodnocení navrhovaných řešení.

Klíčová slova  Počítačem podporované plánování, epilepsie, obrazem řízená neurochirurgie, volumetrická data
Abstract

The thesis is focused on the design and implementation of semi-automatic navigation planner for implantation of deep brain electrodes in epileptosurgery. The solution is implemented as an extension into 3D Slicer platform. It uses volumetric data model of restricted areas and list of navigation targets as inputs to automatic processing. The system suggests the list of solution candidates which can be interactively evaluated. This is the first iteration of the implementation which incorporates basic functionality including batch processing of the input data, automatic evaluation of navigation paths and user interface for interactive evaluation.

Keywords  Computer-assisted planning, Epilepsy, Image-guided neurosurgery, volumetric data
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Introduction

The goal of the thesis is to design and implement semi-automatic navigation planner for invasive deep brain electrodes implantation in epileptosurgery. This tool is implemented as an extension to the 3D Slicer platform.

Epilepsy is the most common group of neurological diseases. Despite great advancement treating epilepsy with specialized medication, about one-third of patients with focal epilepsy are pharmacoresistant. These patients can be potentially treated by methods of epileptosurgery which aims to remove or disconnect epileptogenic zone that is responsible for epileptic seizures. In some cases, it is required to precisely analyse epileptogenic zone by invasive EEG electrodes. The planning of this surgery may be supported by an automatic or a semi-automatic tool for finding optimal navigation paths.

The assisted solution may improve the planning process by lowering risks of an incorrect path design, shorten the planning length and minimizing processing errors caused by a human factor.

In the first chapter, there is provided an overview of invasive EEG surgery planning. The second chapter presents the goals of this thesis. In the third chapter, there are described current approaches of surgery planning in epileptosurgery. And finally, the fourth and the fifth chapters are devoted to the analysis, the design and realisation of the semi-automatic navigation planner.
Problem description

1.1 Context overview

1.1.1 Epilepsy

Epilepsy is the most common group of neurological diseases. It is characterized by epileptic seizures which may vary from brief and nearly unnotable to long periods of vigorous shaking [7]. It is estimated there are around 100 000 people affected in the Czech Republic [8].

In most cases is epilepsy successfully treated with special medication. If this fails patients with some types of epilepsy may be treated with a surgical intervention (around 25-30% of all patients affected by epilepsy are pharmaco-resistant [8]). And around 5% of patients from this group may benefit from surgical intervention.

1.1.2 Epileptosurgery

Epileptosurgery is a neurology discipline which aims to eliminate epilepsy genesis by performing a resection of a tissue which is responsible for epileptic seizures. In uncomplicated situations seizures onset zone can be clearly located by evaluating medical screening. The most important for analysing epilepsy are MRI and EEG [8].

This analysis requires additional steps in cases when the onset zone is not clear, has complex boundaries or interferes with critical brain centers. In these situations, invasive EEG may be used to gather more data about location and characteristic of the onset zone.

1.1.3 Electroencephalography

Electroencephalography (EEG) is a method which records a electrical brain activity. The most basic EEG is measured with electrodes placed along the scalp. This type of measurement has its limitations because of the distance
from actual brain tissue and it is not possible to measure activity of all areas of the brain cortex. Invasive EEG can be used to overcome these limitations and analyze particular brain regions. There are two types of an invasive EEG. The first approach uses electrodes formed to stripes or grids and they are placed directly on the surface of the brain cortex. The second approach uses intercerebral electrodes implanted using stereotactic surgical intervention, called stereoelectroencephalography (SEEG). This type enables analysis deep brain structures and collects data directly from the epileptogenic zone. Examples of SEEG electrodes implantation can be seen in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2.

1.2 Clinical view

In this thesis we are focusing on the stereotactic surgery planning aimed to implant invasive EEG electrodes to broaden analysis of a brain dysfunction
causing epileptic seizures. This procedure is a standalone surgical operation which aims to position EEG electrodes at locations which cannot be examined by using scalp EEG.

During the planning process, a range of aspects must be evaluated in order to lead to successful surgery. The most important requirement for a designed solution is to avoid all critical functional structures (e.g. blood vessels, lymph vessels). In general, it must disqualify certain areas which should be avoided because of high risk of damaging important functional centers. The key aspect of the planning is a human factor, a domain expert, who is responsible for combining general knowledge of brain anatomy with analysis of concrete brain imagines.

1.3 Technical view

From the technical perspective we are considering a range of imaging methods which give us a partial insight about the structure and the function of the brain. We need to consider limitations of every method, e.g. resolution and contrast, and combine these data to decide optimal path for the stereotactic intervention and minimize potential risks.

The actual implantation of an EEG electrode consists of the automated drilling of the entry on the skull surface and then manual insertion of the electrode. This procedure constitutes another restriction which is the limited entry angle.

The challenging part of the planning lies in the combination of huge amount of possible solution paths with human expertise which eliminates them based on empirical knowledge of brain functions and comparison with simi-
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lar past surgical procedures. These requirements guide us to design a semi-
automatic tool for assisted planning which combines both automatic image
processing and manual human evaluation of suggested solution candidates.

1.4 Target users

A request for designing an alternative tool for the assisted stereotactic planing
in epileptosurgery comes from Intracranial Signal Analysis Research Group
(ISARG) [9]. It is a research group which consists of medical doctors from
the Charles University in Prague and technically educated researchers from
the Czech Technical University in Prague. The main focus of the group lies in
the analysis of EEG signals of epileptic patients aimed to improve diagnostics
and broaden the understanding of seizures genesis.

A close cooperation of medical and technical experts creates an opportu-
nity to combine domain expertise and state-of-the-art algorithms and proce-
dures from technical fields of signal and image processing.

Currently, the stereotactic navigation planning for implanting EEG elec-
trodes at University Hospital Motol, Prague is done fully manually (see Chap-
ter 3). This planning process can be potentially improved by introducing a
tool for assisted planning of this specific surgery.
The goal of this thesis is to design and implement a first iteration of a semi-automatic navigation planner for implanting invasive EEG electrodes using stereotactic surgical intervention. It should offer an assisted planning utilizing image processing of input volumetric data and become an alternative to a fully manual planning of this surgery.

A designed solution should be implemented as an extension into the open source platform 3D Slicer [10], take advantages of libraries used by this platform and create an open design of the extension to support interaction with built-in features of 3D Slicer. The solution should design a processing flow, an algorithmic solution and user interface for interaction with the tool. A designed solution of this extension should be focused on usage by target users - medical doctors and technical researchers studying epilepsy.

This work is focused on the design of a processing pipeline - including input data filtering, finding the optimal trajectories based on an input volumetric mask, presenting suggested data to the user and offer controllers to evaluate and manipulate suggested solutions. This work does not focus on data preparation, nor brain structures detection.
Current state

3.1 Current solutions for assisted stereotactic navigation planning in epileptosurgery

In this section is provided an overview of solutions dealing with automatic or assisted deep brain electrodes implantation planning.

3.1.1 Enhanced data visualizations supporting manual planning

As described in [11], the assistance to a domain expert planning surgery may be provided by clear visualization of blood vessels which have to be avoided by navigation paths. In this article is presented the approach of constructing polygonal mesh of vascular tree based on multiple modalities. Compared to a single modality segmentation, the combination of data from different imaging techniques lead to an improvement of this segmentation thus it can lead to improvement of navigation paths planning.

3.1.2 Assisted single navigation path planning

The article [12] describes assisted operation planning of deep brain stimulation electrodes implantation. Compared to SEEG surgery, this surgery is done with a different goal but it shares similar requirements. It uses linear navigation paths and it has to avoid critical brain structures. In the mentioned article, there are considered two types of constrains which are incorporated in the automatic navigation paths planning. The first ones are rules describing strict constrains (e.g. the solution path has to avoid vessels) which has to fulfill. The second set of rules are soft constrains and they describe parameters which have to be optimized (e.g. maximize the distance from critical functional centers).

The automatic planning algorithm uses set of strict and soft rules plus segmented structures in a form of polygonal meshes. It utilizes numeric methods
3. Current state

3.1.3 Assisted multi navigation paths planning

The article [4] presents automatic planning algorithm for searching possible navigation paths of SEEG electrodes implantation with consideration of multiple targets. This addition ensures that proposed navigation paths are not colliding. The solution is implemented in EpiNav\textsuperscript{TM} software, the user interface can be seen in Figure 3.1.

3.2 Stereotactic navigation planning software

In this section, we provide an overview of currently used software used for stereotactic navigation planning. Note that descriptions of the following software highlight only subset of their features relevant in this context. Generally, it is software fulfilling requirements to be used for planning stereotactictic surgeries.
3.2.1 StealthStation™ S8
The StealthStation™ S8 and StealthViz™ are all-in-one surgical navigation and planning software solutions developed by Medtronic [13]. They support advanced visualizations, review and merge scans, trajectories planning and DTI tractography.

3.2.2 neuroinspire™
The neuroinspire™, developed by Renishaw, is surgical planning software specifically targeted on a planning of stereotactic procedures [14]. It focuses on targets and trajectories planning, defining safety corridors alongside trajectories and delineating anatomical features.

3.2.3 Brainlab Elements
Brainlab Elements, developed by Brainlab, is planning software which includes features such as segmentation, fiber tracking, and it uses automatic patient-specific anatomical mapping to detect abnormalities [13].

3.2.4 OsiriX
OsiriX is an open source DICOM viewer which can also be used for surgery planning [16] [17]. It is mainly focused on various data visualization and it is limited to Mac OS platform.

3.2.5 Other software
Other representatives of stereotactic navigation planning systems are Leksell SurgiPlan® [18], inomed planning software - iPS [19], iPlan® Stereotactic Planning Software [20] and MNPS [21].

3.3 Fully manual planning
Surgical planning can be done fully manually, as it is used at University Hospital Motol, Prague. This approach uses some software only as a platform which supports basic tasks - e.g. displaying volumetric data and placing markers. The planning itself is done by domain specialist and relies solely on his expertise.

The process consists of the following steps:

- Evaluating relevant image data, such as contrast enhanced MRI
- Selecting target and source markers locations
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- Evaluating selected solution path in 2D view slice by slice and validating the intersection of designed path with brain structures
- In case that selected solution interferes with blood vessels or other structures which have to be avoided - solution or target coordinates have to be customized and the whole solution path has to be reevaluated

3.4 Discussion

We can divide mentioned software into proprietary and open source. Proprietary software for surgical planning is often offered as a complete package including the planning software, planning workstation and surgery navigation system. On one hand, the advantages of this software is that it is maintained by companies providing professional support, they ensure compatibility with navigation tools and provide robust environment for using in predefined scenarios. On the other hand, they are typically very closed systems not possible to customize or extend for custom tasks.

On the other side of the spectrum lies open source software, e.g. OsiriX, which typically does not offer such robust connection to navigation and surgery devices but their open design allows them to be customized and used as a platform for implementing novel techniques and procedures.
Analysis and design

4.1 Platform

Although the platform is set by the thesis’ task, in this section presents a brief discussion of possible alternatives.

The previous chapter explored current solutions used in the field of surgery planning. These software tools supporting key tasks in a surgery are, as the nature of the medical field requires, robust solutions designed for very specific tasks. On the other side, they typically do not support any form of extension or customization. This rigid design disqualifies them from being used in research environments where they might be the point of interest a testing of novel techniques and algorithms.

Other option is implementing a new tool from scratch. This enables us to design optimal software architecture for our task, use up-to-date software frameworks and programming languages and have a full control over data processing and the system itself. On the other side, initial requirements for such a system might be quite exhausting.

A brief overview of necessary components:

- 2D and 3D (and 4D) medical data rendering
  - Polygonal models
  - Volumetric data sets
- Support of a reasonably wide spectrum of input file formats (e.g. DICOM, NIFTI)
- Data exporting
- Basic tools for data manipulation

The last option is to use some existing open source platform and implement a custom extension. If this software is used by a target community, the chances
that the new extension will be accepted by medical experts are much higher then with a completely new tool.

3D Slicer is an open source platform which is widely used by medical and research community. It includes wide range of modules supporting various features for data processing and visualizations, which makes it a good candidate for using in this use case.

4.2 Domain model

In this section, objects from the target domain, which are considered during the design process, are described.

- Medical screenings
- Restricted areas data model
- Navigation target
- Navigation source
- Navigation solution path

Medical screenings

There are various types of possible medical screening, in this context we are focusing on any arbitrary data which can be represented visually in 2D or 3D space. In general, there are two categories of neuroimaging - structural and functional imaging. The data can be in a form of volumetric data sets or polygonal models.

The data are used by a domain expert during the navigation planning process to decide which solution paths are better than the others.

Restricted areas data model

The main input for assisted navigation planning is a set of data which represents restricted areas that have to be avoided. There are two approaches - the first one considers two values restricted and non-restricted. This model can be saved as a polygonal model which follows the boundaries between those areas, or a volumetric model containing only two different values. The second approach considers a probabilistic model where every point can have a value which represents the probability of how much should be avoided. This information can be stored as a volumetric data set.

Navigation target

Navigation target is a target point or a target area which should be reached during the surgery. The target is located by its RAS coordinates, global coordinate system of 3D Slicer.
4.3 Requirements

This is the input to the assisted navigation planning but if necessary it can be relocated manually during the manual phase of the planning process.

Navigation source

A navigation source is a source point which determines (together with navigation target) the vector of the solution. It is defined in RAS coordinates.

Navigation solution path

A navigation solution path (sometimes referred to as the solution or navigation path) is defined by the target and the source points in RAS coordinates and represents a single plan for stereotactic navigation.

4.3 Requirements

Functional requirements

- Automatic generation of navigation solutions
- Evaluate a solution candidate
- Cluster similar solution candidates
- Solution candidate customization
- Solution candidate validation
- Selection of navigation solution from solution candidates
- Results export

Non-functional requirements

- Plug-in module in 3D Slicer platform
- 3Tesla MRI T1, T2 and Flair input volumes
- Binary or intensity coding of restricted areas
- Volumetric representation of restricted areas

4.3.1 Requirements detailed description

Automatic generation of navigation solutions

The system generates all possible navigation solution paths for every navigation target. A generated solution is described as solution candidate.
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Evaluate a solution candidate
The system evaluates navigation path using input mask (restricted areas data model) and assign relevant score which can be used for comparing independent solutions.

Cluster similar solution candidates
Use some clustering algorithm to reduce count of suggested solutions and select relevant representative of a group of similar solutions.

Solution candidate customization
It should be possible to customize the suggested solution manually and recalculate solution score.

Solution candidate validation
The system should provide UI widget for navigation solution validation. The automatic part of the processing suggests list of solution candidates which are presented to the user. After this, the domain expert browse all solutions, validate solution candidates one by one and mark them as rejected or accepted.

Selection of navigation solution from solution candidates
The manual process of solution candidates evaluation ends with selection of the best solution from the list of accepted solution candidates.

Results export
It should be possible to export the final electrode positioning into human readable spreadsheets.

Plug-in module in 3D Slicer platform
The solution should be implemented as a plug-in module in 3D Slicer platform [10]. It should utilize the open architecture of 3D Slicer and allow the user to interact with the data from other built-in or external extensions.

3Tesla MRI T1, T2 and Flair input volumes
The system should support input volumetric data from 3Tesla MRI scans including T1, T2 and Flair sequence types.

Binary or intensity coding of restricted areas
The system should support binary or intensity coding of restricted area.
4.4 Use case

The following section is dedicated to the description of the basic use of the designed extension. This simple usage may be extended by incorporating 3D Slicer built-in or external modules for data modification, visualizations, etc.

4.4.1 UC1 Create stereotactic navigation plan

1. Open the application (3D Slicer)
2. Load restricted area data model
3. Load additional medical screenings
4. Use build-in module Markups to define list of navigation targets
5. Switch to NavigationPlanner module (implemented module)
6. Select inputs - restricted area data model, list of navigation targets
7. Run the processing
8. Browse targets list one by one
   a) Browse list of suggested solution candidates one by one
      i. Browse a single solution candidate navigation path in 2D views to check the validity of suggested path
      ii. (optional) If suggested solution is not acceptable customize solution by moving navigation target or navigation source
      iii. Mark solution candidate as rejected or accepted
   b) Select the best solution candidate
9. Export the data

4.5 Architecture model

4.5.1 3D Slicer architecture

3D Slicer [10] is a free open source cross-platform application for medical image computing. A summary of this article [9] is provided in the following
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4.5.2 3D Slicer plug-in module types

There are two distinct ways how 3D Slicer can be extended - Slicer Execution Model (SEM) modules and loadable modules.

The first option allows developers to implement plug-ins which do not rely on 3D Slicer architecture and do not require any dependencies to Slicer core nor any linked libraries. These modules can use MVC architecture design while model and view components are managed by main application via SEM Module Manager (SEM-MM) (see Figure 4.2). Input and output data are specified using standardized XML schema which is also used to generate GUI widgets that controls input and output parameters. These modules can be implemented in any arbitrary language or platform as executable files, shared libraries or scripts. This approach suits for developing features which do not require user interaction or dynamic visualization, e.g. image resampling or filtering.

The second option, loadable modules, are closely tied to the 3D Slicer application and have direct access to its core features. This is suitable for interactive tools and it typically uses ITK [22] or VTK [23] libraries for constructing pipelines and lower level processing. They are suitable for interactive applications and have full control over communication with other parts of 3D Slicer. Loadable modules can be implemented in C++ or Python.

Figure 4.1: 3D Slicer architecture [5]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3D Slicer and extensions</th>
<th>Portable dependency libraries</th>
<th>Platform-specific components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NA-MIC Kit</td>
<td>CMake</td>
<td>OpenGL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Slicer</td>
<td>VTK</td>
<td>Hardware drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>ITK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modules</td>
<td>CTK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slicer Extensions</td>
<td>DCMTK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Qt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Python</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C++</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5.3 Solution design

The designed extension consists of the processing part and the user interface for presenting calculated data and allowing suggested solutions to be explored and validated with dynamic visualization in 2D and 3D views.

A code of the extension is split into two modules. The first one is a Python loadable module which is responsible for creation and control of the user interface (referred as the main module). It does not require compilation and it is the most flexible way to extend 3D Slicer from the development perspective. It can be used for fast prototyping in combination with Python built-in command line interpreter which can take all advantages of run-time API access to linked libraries, e.g. VTK [23], Qt [24], SimpleITK [25], which are fully wrapped to be used from Python environment.

The second module of this extension is implemented as a C++ CLI module using Slicer Execution Model which is suitable for low-level high performance processing. This module is responsible for batch processing of input data and returns list of solution candidates. This type of module is limited only to basic input-output types but for this use case it is not restrictive. Inputs are sent as command line parameters, input volume mask as a file, and results are returned as a serialized text via text file. It is used only for one-time batch processing thus communication overhead caused by using CLI interface is acceptable in this case.

This distribution of extension code should support easy prototyping of future changes in the loadable module and simple maintainability by technical researchers. The code requiring higher performance is separated and can be used as a separate tool out of 3D Slicer application.
4.6 Processing pipeline

In the following section are discussed possible solutions of implementing separate steps of the processing pipeline. The whole processing design can be seen in Figure 4.3. The first part contains the automated batch processing of input data and the other part consists of an interactive evaluation of solution candidates.

4.6.1 Input data

Restricted area data model

This model includes information about which parts of the brain have to be avoided by navigation paths. This data can be represented as a polygonal model or as a volumetric data set. In this phase of development we do not set any requirements on the input data nor do we expect any specific content to be provided. It can be used with various data e.g. angiography - medical imaging of blood vessels, or coded regions which have to be avoided.

The representation in the form of a polygonal model is able to code binary information and distinguish between safe and restricted areas. This approach can be useful for using with automatic segmentation of brain regions to mark areas of critical brain centers. On the other hand, we have to rely on the segmentation algorithm and there is no way to model the uncertain boundary between safe and restricted regions which may be unclear.

The second form, representation as a volumetric dataset, overcomes the limitation of binary information and allows us to code probabilistic model into the data. Lower values indicate safer regions while higher values indicate more likely restricted area. This approach is more flexible and can be used without any intermediate steps with inherently volumetric data, e.g. MRI.
4.6. Processing pipeline

Navigation sources generation

In general, our goal is to generate all possible navigation paths for further evaluation. We recognize three basic approaches to the navigation sources generation.

The first way is compatible with restricted area data model represented by volumetric data set. It uses the resolution of the volumetric data and it generates source points at a position of every voxel which lies on the "surface" of the volume. By surface we mean first and last row of voxels alongside all sides of the volume box. Using this approach we get the best possible resolution of navigation paths which make sense to be tested in the context of input data resolution. The drawback of this method is the cumulation of generated points in the corners of the volume box so the source points are not generated uniformly.

The second way uses sphere to uniformly generate points of it’s surface. This can be implemented using a gaussian random number generator to independently generate three coordinates which are then normalized to unit sized vector. This approach can be used to generate points online thus it may limit memory requirements during the processing. On the other hand, we have to decide how many points we need to have generated based on the resolution of the input data. It is possible to use the count of generated points from previous approach as a reference number for this issue.

The last way requires using additional modality - a model of a head or a skull surface. This symbolizes a surface where we want to generate navigation source points. For this task An Intrinsic Algorithm for Parallel Poisson Disk Sampling on Arbitrary Surfaces can be used [26]. This approach eliminates the length of the navigation path which needs to be tested.

4.6.2 Processing

Filtering

Filtering can be incorporated in the processing pipeline if we consider that the restricted area data model is represented by volumetric data set. For this use case, it can be beneficial to use filters for edge detection and data pre-processing to simulate implanted EEG electrode thickness.

Edge detection can be implemented by modification of the original input data - replacing original voxel values with their first or second derivation. This can be useful, for example, for an input data containing angiography to strengthen processing sensitivity to smaller vessels.

Other input filtering may be done to simulate a required thickness of EEG electrode or a safety region around navigation path. This can be implemented by replacing the original voxel value with aggregated value representing its neighbourhood, e.g. maximal value of neighbouring voxels.
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Figure 4.4: Volume ray casting

**Navigation paths testing**

The principal part of the processing is the batch testing of generated navigation paths.

If the polygonal model is used as a restricted area data model we have to test if there are any intersections with the model between the source and the target navigation points.

For volumetric data, this becomes a relatively performance exhausting task. We are facing an opposite challenge compared to volumetric data rendering via ray casting algorithm (sometimes called volume ray tracing or volume ray marching), see Figure 4.4 we just do not need to incorporate any lighting model. In this situation we need to cast rays from a navigation source to a navigation target and accumulate a value representing navigation path quality.

The design of an accumulation function requires further discussion. The basic approach can calculate the resulting value as a maximum or a minimum of samples alongside the navigation path. In a data dependent scenarios, we can consider more specific calculation of this function. Let’s assume the input data contains a detailed angiography and we may ask the following questions. Do we want to put more focus on larger vessels? Is crossing two smaller vessels better then crossing a single larger vessel? These questions are out of scope of this thesis and require additional analysis.

**Selection**

This is a simple step to eliminate the count of suggested solutions. It can be done by skipping solutions which have a calculated score / penalty mark beyond some threshold value. Or, the selection can be made to return fixed count of solutions.
4.7. User interface design

Solution clustering

To reduce total count of suggested solutions it is necessary to include some kind of clustering. For this task we consider two basic classification algorithms k-means and mean shift.

K-means is a classification algorithm which classifies n observations into k clusters based on its distances [27]. In this situation the possibility to set the count of needed results may be handy, on the other hand we cannot estimate relevant count of output clusters since we do not know anything about the input data beforehand.

Mean shift algorithm frees us from deciding how many results do we expect [28]. Its advantages are that is does not assume any shape of clusters and internal parameter bandwidth has a physical meaning.

Clusters representatives selection

In the previous step, there are the navigation paths are split into disjunctive clusters. In this step it is selected how each individual cluster is represented. It can be done by selecting the best rated navigation path, or we can use a mean of all source positions’ coordinates to construct a new solution representing the cluster.

4.6.3 Interactive evaluation of solution candidates

In the previous steps, the input data are processed and solution candidates are then suggested as possible navigation paths. After this step, the responsibility passes to the user who should evaluate all navigation paths and decide the best navigation path for every navigation target. This should be main part where are combined human domain expertise and a support from automated processing system. The goal of this interaction is a selection of the best navigation paths for every target.

The solution candidate can be marked as accepted or rejected. Other option should be the possibility to modify the suggested path by changing position of the navigation target or the navigation source. This process should be interactive and indicate the quality of newly introduced navigation path to the user. Evaluation of the navigation path is mainly done in 2D views and any modality which is relevant to the evaluation can be used as a background (possible different modality to input of automatic processing).

4.7 User interface design

User interface is designed to fit into 3D Slicer platform. The UI of designed extension consists of three parts - input parameters widget, results widget, and
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Figure 4.5: Input parameters widget

standard 2D and 3D view of 3D Slicer. The complete view of the Navigation Planner extension displaying results can be seen in Figure 4.8.

4.7.1 Input parameters widget

The first part is very basic and contains input fields for input parameters setup. This view can be seen in the Figure 4.5.

4.7.2 Results widget

Once the results are calculated they are presented to the user, as in Figure 4.6. The view consists of three regions. The first one is for switching navigation targets. Then, the results table shows the list suggested solution candidates. And, at the very bottom, there are widgets for controlling validation of solution candidates.

4.7.3 2D and 3D view

The last part of UI is displayed in the standard 2D and 3D views of the 3D Slicer, see Figure 4.7. In these views, every solution candidate is represented by the source and the target markup fiducial and line model which indicates the solution path.

4.8 Class diagram

Navigation Planner extension consists of two modules into 3D Slicer platform. The whole overview of the structure can be seen in Figure 4.9.

4.8.1 Navigation Planner module

Navigation Planner is a loadable scripted module implemented in Python and incorporates user interface for interaction with the provided content.
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NavigationPlanner

NavigationPlanner class is the root of this module and it is responsible for initiation of the UI widgets structure. It invokes data processing and handles the returned results.

ResultsManager

ResultsManager holds all results and manages interaction for switching current navigation targets and updates results table widget.

SingleTargetResults

SingleTargetResults contains data of a single target. It manages solution candidates reviewing process and updates dependent parts of UI.

SolutionCandidate

An instance of this class represents a single solution candidate which is suggested by the system. It maintains state and manages its visualization in 2D and 3D views.
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Figure 4.7: 2D and 3D views presenting solution candidates

Figure 4.8: GUI of the Navigation Planner extension
4.8. Class diagram

![Class Diagram](image)

Figure 4.9: Navigation Extension class diagram

**FlowLayout**

FlowLayout extends QLayout class from Qt library and implements row based flow layout for organizing UI widgets.

**Resources**

Resources class encapsulates helper functions to access image resources.

**Raycasting**

Raycasting contains code for testing navigation paths in an interactive mode. This is a complement feature to batch processing of all data via external NavigationPlannerRaycasting module. This solution enables calculating solution score / penalty mark during modification of the navigation source position.

**Clustering**

Clustering class is responsible for division solution candidates into disjunctive clusters. It is depending on MeansShift package which contains implementation mean shift algorithm [29].
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4.8.2 Navigation Planner Raycaster module

Navigation Planner Raycaster is a C++ CLI module which is using Slicer Execution Model. It contains an implementation batch data processing which evaluates all possible navigation paths and it returns list of solution candidates.
5.1 Solution description

For the first iteration of the NavigationPlanner implementation we selected the solution described in the following sections. It is a subset of the designed processing pipeline but it incorporates all essential features supporting basic functionality and it creates structure prepared for a future extension.

5.1.1 Input data

Restricted area data model

We decided to use volumetric data sets as the model of restricted areas. Specifically, we use vtkMRMLScalarVolumeNode as the internal representation. It should be the most flexible solution to support both binary and intensity coding. To create a data combining information from multiple sources, we can utilize 3D Slicer built-in modules Add Scalar Volume, Subtract Scalar Volume and Multiply Scalar Volume. By using these modules, we are able to input data combining for example angiography and segmented critical regions into Navigation Planner.

List of navigation targets

To define navigation target, a representation from built-in module Markups - markup fiducials is used. It is a standard way of using a single point markers in 3D Slicer so that we can take advantage of its importing and exporting features.

Navigation sources generation

Navigation sources are generated with the simplest approach as points at the surface of input volumetric data. This utilizes the input data resolution
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potential and test the space of all possible navigation paths.

5.1.2 Filtering

Input data filtering was omitted in this implementation.

5.1.3 Navigation paths testing

Navigation paths are tested in two ways. This separation is necessary because data access via main module, implemented in Python, does not provide sufficient performance. The first way is used during batch processing of input data via module NavigationPlannerRaycasting. The second one, which is used during solution path modification, is implemented directly in Python module. In this case we are evaluating only a single navigation path so that the task manageable and this implementation provides sufficient reactivity of the GUI.

5.1.4 Solution clustering and solution candidates selection

After all possible navigation paths are tested, the 100 best solutions are selected and transferred to clustering. The clustering process uses mean shift algorithm to split navigation paths into disjunctive groups. After the clustering is processed, the best solution of each cluster is selected as its representative. Lists of these solutions are called solution candidates and together they create a list of suggested solutions which are presented to the user.

5.1.5 Interactive evaluation of solution candidates

Solution candidates presented in groups are split by targets and they can be marked as accepted or rejected. During the evaluation it is possible to modify suggested navigation path by changing a navigation source position. This action invokes recalculation of the navigation path score / penalty mark. At the end, a single solution candidate for each target can be marked as the best solution.

5.2 Implementation

The designed solution is implemented as an extension to 3D Slicer 4.10.1. The extension consists of two modules, the main one is implemented as a Python loadable module and the other one, independently, as a C++ CLI module using Slicer Execution Model.

The implementation tries to follow the same idea that is behind the 3D Slicer platform - to support interaction with data from other built-in or external modules. This creates a challenging development environment with a lot of variables which have to be controlled.
5.2. Implementation

A reactivity of the extension seems to be sufficient. The input data batch processing for a single navigation target is finished in less than one second and the interactive evaluation of navigation paths maintains immediate response of GUI during modifications of the data (tested with an input volumetric data with a resolution 256x256x256). The performance bottleneck is a transition between batch processing, returning data from CLI module, and the phase of presenting data to the user. During this transition in performed files reading (returning data from CLI module back to the main thread) which introduce unwanted lag. On the other side, once the reading has proceeded, reactivity of the application is back to normal thus this is not a breaking issue.

5.2.1 Coordinate systems

There are used two coordinate systems in the designed modules. The first is 3D Slicer internal RAS coordinate system (Right, Anterior, Superior) and the second is volumetric data local coordinate system IJK - using volumetric data grid structure to address its elements.

5.2.2 User interface

The user interface is implemented using combination of Qt 5.11 to build UI widgets and a hierarchy structure of internal library MRML to represent constructed navigation paths. MRML nodes can be viewed in standard 2D and 3D views.

5.2.3 List of features

In this section provides a summary of implemented features.

- Loading input data coding restricted areas in the form of a volumetric scalar node
- Loading navigation targets provided as a list of markup fiducials
- Batch processing of the inputs
  - Generation of navigation paths
  - Automatic testing of navigation paths
  - Limiting an output count of the best navigation paths
  - Clustering similar solutions
  - Selecting cluster representative
- Interactive evaluation of solution candidates
  - Solution candidate rejection
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- Solution candidate acceptation
- Indicating a state of solution candidate (new, accepted, rejected)
- Show/hide a solution candidate
- Lock/unlock a solution candidate
- Navigation source modification
- Indicating of a solution candidate modification
- Browse navigation solution in 2D view
- Browse navigation solution in 3D view
- Mark solution candidate as the best for a navigation target

- Data export - navigation sources and targets export via standard markup fiducials list export

5.2.4 Limitations

The current implementation does not allow moving a navigation target during the interactive evaluation. If such action is needed, the user has to re-run the batch processing again with modified target position.

5.2.5 Known issues

The current implementation contains following issues:

- Results table widget - sometimes incorrectly re-render table view during a content update. This can be overcome by resizing module’s widget column which forces the whole module’s UI to repaint view.

- Build issue - a release build of the extension was made for 64bit Linux systems with 3D Slicer 4.10.1, with default modules included. The resulting build of the extension requires environment variable LD_LIBRARY_PATH to be set to ensure correct loading of the CLI module to the 3D Slicer application.

5.3 Testing

The testing was performed in a form of usability test with participants from the target user group.

5.3.1 Usability test

The testing was performed in a virtualized environment using Debian 9 OS with pre-configured 3D Slicer. Testers were given the following instructions with complementary questions about user experience.
Testing - part 1
The first part is devoted to the loading of the data and running the input data batch processing.

1. Load test volume data from /Documents/Testing-data/volume-mask.nii
2. Create 2 markup fiducials representing surgery targets
3. Switch to module "CTU>NavigationPlanner"
4. Set "volume-mask" (loaded volume) as Parameters > "Volume Mask"
5. Set markup fiducials list containing targets as Parameters > "Fiducial List"
6. Press "Run!" to start processing
7. Once the results are calculated, you are able to analyze suggested solution candidates

Testing - part 2
The second part is dedicated to testing of the interactive evaluation of suggested solution candidates.

1. Set any solution candidate as "rejected"
   (Hint: Select target, select solution candidate in the results table and press "reject" at the bottom of the module’s widget pane)
2. Set “the best” solution candidate
3. Analyze solution candidate slice by slice
   (Hint: Select target, select solution candidate, check the "update slice views" view options. Browse solution path by pressing buttons ",", and ";"; or by moving with slider handle. Using these controllers will force to update "current" fiducial marker which represents current position on the path of the solution.)
4. Customize position of the source markup fiducial
   (Hint: Unlock the solution candidate with the button "locked/unlocked" in the results table. Use slider or arrow buttons to focus on the source point. Then, zoom-in closer to the source marker in 2D or 3D view and move the fiducial.)

Note: Source markup fiducial sometimes cannot be moved because of overlapping with "current" fiducial marker. To resolve this situation - uncheck the "update slice views" view option, press "," to move "current" markup fiducial further on the solution path and now you should be able to move the source.
Questions for every step of the testing instruction

• Did you manage to complete Task x?

• Task x comments (optional)

User experience questions at the end of the testing

• Is the state of the application always clear (waiting for the user input, processing, ...)?

• Is the user interface intuitive and responds to the user inputs in the expected way?

• Would you suggest any change to the user interface?

• Any additional comments?

5.3.2 Usability test evaluation

The testing was done with three users from the group of target users. In this section is provided a summary of user responses.

Summary

All testers were able to follow the given instructions and complete all steps of the testing. Following drawbacks were reported:

• Results table header has too small icons

• Objects generated by the extension should be clearly marked (e.g. custom object naming)

• Objects representing navigation paths should be named by its target ID and solution candidate ID

• Batch data processing causes lag in application reactivity

Testers’ suggestions to improve user interface:

• Add option to revert back to the original navigation path after its modification

• Hide "current” markup fiducial during the solution modification

Overall, the extension’s user interface was evaluated as intuitive and suitable for the given task.
Comment to the testers’ responses

In the implementation was changed the naming of generated objects. All objects are now prefixed with "NavigationPlanner" string. Further, the objects of line models representing the navigation paths are now named in the proposed schema - including target ID and solution candidate ID. Other comments were added for processing in the next implementation iteration.
Conclusion

The main goal of the thesis was to design and implement the first iteration of a semi-automatic navigation planner for SEEG electrodes implantation. The solution should be implemented into the open source platform 3D Slicer, and it should create an alternative to a fully manual navigation planning. The designed extension successfully implements both input data batch processing and the interactive evaluation of suggested navigation paths. Even though the solution does not implement all processing steps presented in the chapter Analysis and design, it incorporates all essential features supporting basic functionality, and it presents structure prepared for a future extension.

The implementation is split into two modules. The main module implemented as a loadable module in Python is responsible for displaying the user interface, initialisation of the batch processing and controlling the interactive evaluation of suggested navigation paths. The second module is implemented as a C++ CLI module which uses the Slicer Execution Model, and it handles input data batch processing.

The key features of the presented planner are the following items:

- Batch processing of a volumetric input mask of restricted areas and a list of navigation targets
- Automatic evaluation of navigation paths based on the input mask
- Suggesting a set of solution candidates for each navigation target
- The user interface for interactive evaluation of navigation paths

Limitations and unimplemented features:

- The extension does not implement any input data filtration, and it does not consider the EEG electrode thickness
- The modification of a suggested navigation path is limited to the customisation of a navigation source
Conclusion

Future work

The current implementation represents a basic framework prepared for a future development. Further extension should include an implementation of following features.

- In the interactive evaluation phase - allow user to modify a navigation target
- Input data filtering
  - Introduce the input volumetric data filtering simulating an EEG electrode thickness / safety region around navigation path, as described in Chapter 4
  - Input data specific - edge detector of input volumetric data
- Explore more advanced approaches of evaluating a navigation paths
  - Consider data specific vessel detector
- Limitation of the entry angle with skull surface
- The option to disable cross hemisphere navigation paths
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Appendix A

Acronyms

CLI Command line interface
DTI Diffusion tensor imaging
EEG Electroencephalography
ISARG Intracranial Signal Analysis Research Group
ITK Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit
MRI Magnetic resonance imaging
MVC Model-view-controller
SEEG Stereoelectroencephalography
SEM Slicer Execution Model
SEM-MM SEM Module Manager
UI User interface
VTK Visualization Toolkit
Appendix B

Contents of enclosed DVD

- readme.txt ....................... the file with CD contents description
- exe........................................ the extension build
- testing-environment...... VirtualBox image of testing environment
- src.................................... the directory of source codes
- NavigationPlannerExtension ........ implementation sources
- thesis.................. the directory of LaTeX source codes of the thesis
- text..................................... the thesis text directory
- thesis.pdf...................... the thesis text in PDF format